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Process & Packaging Machines Forum
The new digital meeting of the packaging ecosystem.
How to optimize your investment projects in process and packaging equipment... until the end of
the line?
By attending one or more of the interactive web conferences of the Process & Packaging Machines
Forum!
This new webinar is intended for manufacturers from all sectors
who wish to improve the performance of their manufacturing and packaging processes.
Schedule: a succession of short and inspiring sessions led by passionate experts, to browse
trough or dive into.
The first edition of the P&P Forum will be held in less than a month, on March 31, 2021. It is time to
save the date in your diary and to choose, among the 12 conferences of the day those to attend in
priority.

Opening round-table discussion: "Destination Zero Impact »
Our 6 guests will share their vision and experience of the first steps towards zero impact, and open
the debate on the construction of a common roadmap for the packaging ecosystem.
Round table discussion moderated by Olivia Milan, Director of All4Pack, with:
- Michel Fontaine, President, Conseil National de l'Emballage (National Packaging Council)
- Valentin Fournel, Director of R&D and Eco-design Services, Citeo
- Guillaume Lebert, Sustainability Senior Scientist, Procter & Gamble
- Walid Hamida, Sustainability engineer & Breeam Assessor, Edeis
- Luc Desoutter, Sustainability Officer, Sidel
- Pierre Yves Moreau, Consultant, Visiativ

11 conferences on a variety of themes, so that everyone can find something to their
liking.
Our guests will talk about investment strategy, improvement paths, and innovation, on subjects as
varied as processes, IIoT, packaging, and marking, drawing on feedback from the food, pharmaceutical, luxury, and construction materials industries.

30-minute sessions to get straight to the point
The P&P Forum relies on a short and very qualitative format.
No more than 20 minutes of conference followed by a real Q&A time of 10 minutes. You'll be asking for more!

P&P Forum
March 31, 2021
from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (CEST)
https://www.geppia.com/fr/process-packaging-machines-forum

About GEPPIA
The french trade association for food (and non-food) Processing and Packaging technologies aims
to help French manufacturers of process and packaging machines and peripheral equipment to develop by
creating opportunities for technical, economic and commercial synergies.
GEPPIA includes over 150 members, including 80 French OEM manufacturers of machines and peripheral
equipment who along with 9 000 persons + 60 international industrial suppliers of parts and services, are
responsible for a cumulated turnover of 1,8 billion €
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